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  INVITATION 

THE Department of  Education North-Eastern Hill University,  Shillong, Meghalaya, invites you to the  

Two Day International  Conference  on   Recent Advances in Educational Psychology    15th & 16th 

March 2018. 

 

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE 

Educational psychology is a  branch of psychology  which study   human behaviour and seeks to 

apply   psychological principles , theories  and techniques  to this behaviour  in educational 

situations.   The  instructional process, individual differences in learning,  student outcomes, gifted 

learners and learning disabilities all come under the purview of  educational psychology. This branch 

of psychology involves not just the learning process of early childhood and adolescence but includes 

the social, emotional, and cognitive processes that are involved in learning throughout the entire life 

span. 

The Educational psychologist  tend to take on different perspectives when considering a problem. 

The behavioral perspective suggests that all behaviors are learned through conditioning. How 

children acquire new skills , knowledge and think  as they  grow and develop  at different stages is 

the focus of the developmental perspective . This can help educators develop instructional methods 

and materials best aimed at certain age groups. The cognitive perspective has become much more 

widespread in recent decades, mainly because it accounts for how things such as memories, beliefs, 

emotions, and motivations contribute to the learning process. Educational psychologists who take a 

cognitive perspective are interested in understanding how kids become motivated to learn, how 

they remember the things that they learn, how they solve problems, and how they become 

motivated to learn, among other things. The constructivist approach is one of the most recent 

learning theories that focuses on how children actively construct their knowledge of the world. 

Constructivism tends to account more for the social and cultural influences that impact how children 

learn. 



This implies that  Educational Psychology is a field that is applicable to everyone   and should  be 

used throughout one's  life.  It presents interesting findings and information about human behaviour 

and offers a way of looking at the world.  Of late  Educational psychology  has experienced a 

tremendous amount of growth and expansion  and will continue to do so as people become more 

and more  interested in understanding how people learn and behave. New  facts about human 

nature are coming to the forefront  and research continues to add new concepts and findings about 

the ways in which children grow and develop- socially, emotionally and cognitively. 

Recent developments have also  occurred in learning processes, motivation , classroom assessment  

and management, standardized testing and bilingual education, inclusion of students with 

disabilities and the use of technology to support learning and achievement Educational psychology is 

a developing or growing science and is  concerned with new and ever new researches. New concepts  

are added  and findings accumulate providing new insights into human behaviour. 

The  conference   will offer  a  platform that   will bring   together  professors, teachers,  researchers, 

scholars etc  from  around the  globe to    present , deliver   and exchange  ideas on the latest   

advancements and developments that have taken place in  educational psycho 

 

OBJECTIVES OF THE CONFERENCE 

The objectives of the conference are to   acquaint   individuals with   the advancement and   

emerging trends  in  educational psychology as well as address  the   critical issues  pertaining to this 

field. 

 Sub- Themes  

( Papers in the following subthemes are invited and not limited to ) 

· Intelligence 

· Creativity 

· Personality 

· Mental health& Adjustment 

· Guidance &Counseling 

· Examination Stress 

· Teaching & learning 

· Children With Special needs 

· Motivation 

· Interest & Attention 

· Memory 

· Individual Differences 

· Gifted & Talented Children  

· Psychotherapy 



· Human Behaviour  

· Any Other 

 

Who Can Attend: 

· Academicians 

· Teachers 

· Professionals  

· Administrator 

· Consultants 

· Scholars  

 

 CALL FOR PAPERS &   SUBMISSION GUIDELINES : 

 Original papers,   research papers are invited   from individuals who are interested in presenting 

papers on the conference dates.    Authors who wish to present a  paper in the conference are 

required to send their abstract  of not more than 150 words , with 2-5 key words,    on or before 

30th November, 2017  to ibadanisyiem@gmail.com . Full  paper submissions   should be of 1500- 

5000 words  typed in  Times Now Roman 12 font size, space 1.5 cm. Presenters who desire to give 

poster presentation are also invited.  Each paper/ poster  should indicate  title , Author(s) affiliations, 

complete mailing address and  formatted in APA style. .   The manuscript must be submitted in MS 

word only . 

PUBLICATION  

   Participants are  requested to send their full papers  before the  stipulated dated , and only 

selected  papers will be published  in an Edited Book with ISBN.  

 ACCOMMODATION  

 Accommodation will be provided on the dates of the conference and will be arranged only on 

request and first come basis  

 REGISTRATION FEE 

 Registration fee will include  conference Kit,  working lunch and refreshment provided on the dates 

of the conference.  No TA/Da will be provided.  Paper presenters can pay the registration fee in 

advance or during the time of registration for the conference at 9.00 AM Morning 15th March, 2018. 

The details are indicated as follows. 

DELEGATES   STUDENTS  RESEARCHERS     ACADEMICIANS  

Indian    400 (INR)    600   1000 

South Asian     25 (USD)  40    50 

Western & Other  



Eastern Countries  50  (USD  80   100 

 

Mode of Payment :  Bank transfer/ Demand Draft ( Demand Draft:  In favour of Finance Officer, 

NEHU Campus,  Shillong)Bank Details:   Account Name : Finance Officer, NEHU Campus , Shillong, 

Meghalaya  Account Number:  054101000010709  Bank Name Indian Overseas Bank  Branch Name: 

Indian Overseas Bank Branch, Morellow Building, Shillong IFSC : IOBA0000541 

 

KEY DATES  

 Last Date of Submitting Abstract : 30th November , 2017 

 Intimation of Acceptance of  Abstract :  5th  December  2017 

 Full Paper with Abstract :   10th  December,  2017 

 

 For Further Correspondence   

Office  +91-364-22723349 

Mobile   + 91-9436104631  

Email: ibadanisyiem@gmail.com 

Dr I.S. Syiem 

Associate Professor, Dept of Education,  

NEHU Shillong-793022, Meghalaya India. 

 

ORGANISING COMMITTEE  

Patron 

Prof S.K Srivastava, Vice Chancellor NEHU 

 Convener 

 Head, Dept of Education 

Organising Secretary 

 Dr Ibadani S. Syiem 

Members of the Organising Committee 

Prof P.K.Gupta 

 Prof S.M. Sungoh 

Prof. C. Nongbri 

Dr. B.B. Kharbirymbai 



Dr.  R. Rymbai 

Dr.Vandana 

Dr. E. Myrthong 

 Dr A. Kumar 
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NORTH-EASTERN HILL UNIVERSITY  SHILLONG, INDIA 

North-Eastern Hill University was set up by an Act of Parliament and notified on 19th July 1973. The 

objectives of the University, as laid down in the act, are "to disseminate and advance knowledge by 

providing instructional and research facilities in such branches of learning as it may deem fit; to pay 

special attention to the improvement of the social and economic conditions and welfare of the 

people of the hill areas of the North-eastern region, and in particular, the intellectual, academic and 

cultural advancement".  

 NEHU is a Central university with its headquarter in Shillong, the administrative capital of 

Meghalaya, India.  In 2006, it was conferred   the title '' University   with“ Potential for excellence' 

and  has been reaccredited by NAAC  with   an 'A' grade. Over the years the University has expanded   

largely   in  terms of academic departments and Centre for studies  contributing richly to teaching 

and research  activities . Numerous undergraduate colleges and professional colleges are affiliated to 

this premier institution.  Today,   the University has matured into a major public university which has 

earned its recognition for its  academic and research activities.  

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION  

 The Department of Education was established in 1976. Until 1982 it was offering courses for the 

degree of M. Ed. which involved teaching of two semesters. From  1982-83, M. Ed. course was 

discontinued and since then M. A. (Education) is being offered. This course involves teaching for four 

(4) semesters. The department has restarted M. Ed course of  one 

one year  duration from 2007-08  and  thereafter two years from 2015 .   Ph. D. programmes in 

Education is also available.The Department has successfully organized UGC sponsored twelve 

refresher courses, two orientation courses  and conducted research projects sponsored by UGC, 

ICSSR, NCERT and NCTE. The Department has undertaken centrally sponsored Project on 

Environmental Education and Meghalaya State Govt. Sponsored project on Drop outs in Meghalaya. 

Major Thrusts of  Research:·System of Education in NorthEast,  Correlates of Achievement, ·Test 

Construction and Standardization Environmental Education and   Educational Psychology. 

 

ABOUT SHILLONG, MEGHALAYA 

Shillong, the capital of Meghalaya, is a   hill station  in the north eastern part of India  situated at an 

altitude of 1496 m above sea level. Often referred   to as   the'' Scotland of the  East ''  due to its  

similarity to  Scotland, Shillong has become a popular tourist destination to many  people.   

Mawsynram , the wettest place on earth is only 55  kms away from Shillong  and  has drawn tourists 

from all over the Globe.  Shillong is also famous for its Golf course  which is  one of the largest golf 

courses in Asia.  Shillong is connected to other parts of India through air, rail as well as roads. 



BorjharAirport in Guwahati is the nearest international air link of Shillong while Guwahati railway 

station connects the city with other parts of India through rail. You can reach Shillong from Guwahati 

through NH 40 which links these two cities.  The Climate   is cool and pleasant in summer but can get 

very cold in winter. 

 


